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AnalyticsAnalytics
Divestments have taken center stage as businesses across all 
sectors search for alternative growth and transformational 
strategies. 

Under a disciplined divestment strategy, knowing when 
candidates are “divestment ready” can help maximize the value 
of the divestiture and drive incremental value to the overall 
portfolio by actively monitoring the portfolio in real time. 
But divestment decisions – when viewed as part of portfolio 
optimization and not as a discrete business activity – need more 
than just knowing what assets to divest and when. 

This is an iterative process. It requires frequent portfolio 
monitoring and assessment, as well as ongoing operational 
and performance improvements in preparation for sale, 
identification of potential suitors, establishing the deal 
perimeter, and understanding where best to reinvest the sale 
proceeds within the remaining business. 

Transaction analytics can play a key role in each of these 
steps, across the entire divestment life cycle. 

How can analytics impact divestment value?
The intent to divest remains at record levels – 84% of companies plan to divest within the next two years, consistent with 
last year’s record of 87%. At the same time, 63% admit they have held onto some assets for too long when they should have 
been divested. What steps can businesses take to improve divestment decisions, timing and follow-through?

      Divestments are at the core of the growth and 
transformation strategy for many businesses. 
Today, business leaders overseeing their 
divestment strategies have advantages their 
predecessors could scarcely have imagined. In 
this new era of big data and advanced analytics 
tools, they can generate sophisticated and 
predictive data-driven insights to maximize the 
value of divestments, providing potential investors 
with fast access to the right information to help 
them quickly understand the business model, 
performance and related opportunities.

Malinda Gentry
Transaction Analytics, Principal, Ernst & Young LLP

Apply end-to-end analytics to build consistent value
By embedding analytics throughout the divestment process, sellers can maximize the value of the assets being sold. For 
example, transaction analytics can be used during the diligence and negotiation phases to create a data-driven story, increasing 
transparency and deal efficiency. 

By building this unbiased perspective on the historical performance of a business unit, sellers can quickly identify potential red 
flags and risk areas ahead of sale, anticipating potential buyer concerns and articulating a unique value proposition. Incorporating 
transaction analytics in the pre-divestment phase also allows the seller to command a greater exit multiple to maximize 
transaction returns.

Companies that leveraged analytics when making their latest divestment decision were four times more likely to 
exceed price expectations in their divestment. 
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The application of transaction analytics extends beyond the deal and into post-divestment operational and financial decision-
making. Once the transaction has been completed, certain stranded costs linger, transition service agreements (TSAs) remain to 
be fulfilled, and questions arise from the investor community related to RemainCo’s performance.

Just as transaction analytics enables the seller to maximize transaction proceeds pre-divestment, it can help preserve value 
post-divestment by identifying, managing, and prioritizing entanglements and transition costs. It can also assist RemainCo in 
understanding, communicating, and managing the financial impacts of the divestment during the transaction life cycle.

Developing an “always-on” data-driven approach to your portfolio
With divestments set to play a key role in growth and transformation strategies, sellers need to have an “always-on” approach – using 
advanced analytics to regularly assess their portfolios, support buyer negotiations to ensure successful divestment execution, and 
inform ongoing portfolio and RemainCo decisions. 

Half of executives in our survey agree that shortcomings in their portfolio and strategic review process have sometimes resulted 
in a failure to achieve their intended divestment results. Such failures can cause missed divestment opportunities, lower 
valuations, and the failure to capitalize on potential growth opportunities elsewhere in the portfolio. 

With the benefit of improved efficiency, transaction analytics supports more frequent in-depth portfolio assessment and 
delivers a more granular understanding of business unit performance. Companies that used portfolio review and performance 
assessments to determine whether or not the price being offered for an asset was reasonable were four times more likely to exceed 
price expectations in their divestment. 

Those that embrace portfolio analytics can help improve strategic agility, divestment decisions and business results.

Companies that used analytics in their pre-sale preparation to identify potential issues and position the business 
in a positive light were three times more likely to achieve a sale price above expectations and complete the deal 
faster than expected.

Phase 2:

Scenario 
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Portfolio 
execution

Phase 1: 
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Key steps of the portfolio review
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• Define your strategic objectives
• Develop key metrics
• Agree on ratings and weightings for metrics
• Collect and analyze data
• Develop base-case valuation and dashboard
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• Build or customize scenario model
• Assign business units to preliminary buckets: grow, exit, fix, sustain
• Evaluate standalone impact of potential actions
• Combine actions into plausible scenarios for value assessment
• Evaluate pro forma range of metrics
• Recommend portfolio strategy and execution plan
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• Execution through divestments, acquisitions, joint ventures, tax 
structurings, margin enhancements and enterprise cost reductions

The portfolio management and optimization process, driven by analytics
Portfolio optimization requires timely and frequent feedback through a decision analytics platform that transforms data into 
actionable insights. Ideally, this should be results-driven and include the ability to adjust tactics as needed at any stage of 
portfolio optimization.
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1. Performance (descriptive) analytics focuses on the base business and its historical performance, including strategic, 
financial and operational levers. The use of performance analytics allows for a more intimate knowledge of the business 
and greater visibility into business performance when monitored continuously. In particular, performance analytics is 
used to:
• Enable companies to learn from past behaviors and biases – whether around customers, products, cash flows, logistics, 

workforce or markets – and understand how they may affect future outcomes 
• Analyze historical customer buying patterns to determine product preferences, which can be used to streamline the sales 

cycle and cross- or up-sell an expanded range of products to increase customer “share of wallet” 
• Support portfolio decisions, helping to define divestment parameters and present them clearly and efficiently to the board 

and strategy team

2. Applied (predictive) analytics provides insights into the likely future performance of the business and optimizes decision-
making – based on sector predictions and broader market factors. The use of applied analytics allows for a greater insight 
into future business and overall portfolio performance expectations as a result of forecasted operational improvements 
and re-investment scenario analyses. In particular, applied analytics is used to: 
• Understand the impact of various divestment scenarios in real-time 
• Identify the root cause of underperforming assets and further identify incremental investments or operational 

improvements ahead of the divestment decision
• Forecast operating performance under a new buyer 

3. Dynamic decision-modeling (prescriptive) analytics helps make strategic and operational decisions based on predictive 
scenarios to optimize portfolio performance – including divestment decisions. In particular, prescriptive analytics is used to: 
• Understand the current portfolio performance and valuation, and how to best allocate and raise capital 
• Identify investments opportunities, as well as potential divestments, including where the capital raised can be reinvested in 

the portfolio to drive ongoing growth 
• Understand what business and operational adjustments are required in order to achieve likely outcomes 

Companies need to know much more about their own businesses than potential investors. They must do their own due diligence 
before going to market, using at least the same level of analytics employed by investors. Transaction analytics allows the seller 
to be better prepared for buyer questions, increasing their ability to deliver the full transaction value potential, often in an 
accelerated time frame.

Many different types of analytics can be used during diligence to support buyer negotiations. The top 5 ways we have seen sellers 
use transaction analytics in this phase are:

1. When positioning a non-core business to potential buyers, highlight the performance of the assets to be divested based on the 
data to avoid management bias or lack of management knowledge. 

2. Anticipate and prepare for buyer questions before diligence and sale negotiations, which accelerates the divestment process and 
reduces the workload of the management team during this typically compressed time frame.

The always-on portfolio management and optimization process 
should be supported by three types of analytics: 

A technology company decided to divest several product lines in its hardware business. It applied dynamic decision-modeling 
analytics to identify actions that could improve the overall performance of the divested assets pre-sale, to increase their value. 
These included changing suppliers to optimize the supply chain and using new distribution channels to reduce overall costs. 
These actions helped the seller improve the performance of the hardware business and helped determine how to best combine 
products from various product categories to generate value and interest from buyers. The seller obtained a higher-than-
expected sale price and positioned the remaining business for increased profitability. 

Case study: Achieve a dynamic performance boost

Make analytics a part of diligence and buyer negotiations
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3. Understand impacts to various deal parameters in  
real-time.

4. Help position the divesting entity in the best possible 
light based on the anticipated investment thesis for the 
potential buyers.

5. Better understand the historical performance of 
customers, products, markets and geographies, which are 
not readily discernible in the typically-provided financial 
information, and where the seller has chosen not to 
provide transaction-level information.

Market participants are also increasing their reliance on social 
media analytics to reveal market sentiment, key stakeholder 
perceptions and trends that may not be evident from internal 
data. For example, what are customers, suppliers and 
employees saying about the company’s reputation? What 
product or pricing strategy is generating positive feedback 
from customers and the media? 

Companies can unlock the value of social media in portfolio 
decisions by removing functional silos between the strategy 
team and the marketing team that may be managing  
social tools.

According to the 2019 EY Global Corporate Divestment 
Study, companies are more likely to exceed expectations 
on divestment performance when they spend time up-front 
to properly capitalize and operationalize the business for 
potential buyers. Sellers can improve negotiations through 
greater transparency, using analytics to avoid learning 

something from the buyer about their business that they 
should have already known. In addition to preparing 
a compelling value proposition, creating an effective 
stakeholder communication plan and focusing on a quality 
management team can improve divestment speed and value. 

Companies that used analytics during buyer 
negotiations to stress test data from a buyer’s 
perspective were three times more likely to achieve 
a sale price above expectations and complete the 
deal faster than expected.

In which of the following areas of your most recent 
divestment did you leverage analytics? And where it 
would have been most beneficial?

Q

Step takenStep not taken but would 
have been most beneficial

Making the divestment decision (e.g., Understand the 
true value of a non-core business and whether to exit)

75%
22%

Pre-sale preparation (e.g., Identify potential issues 
and position the business in a positive light)

65%
26%

During buyer negotiations (e.g. Stress 
test data with a buyers perspective)

39%
51%

A diversified industrial products company put its small packaging business on the market three years ago but withdrew it from 
sale when it was unable to achieve the desired price. 

The company then applied pre-sale analytics to identify customer and product line trends related to pricing, volume and 
margin. These highlighted major inconsistencies in specific product pricing in certain product categories. It also found that 
some sales representatives had applied unauthorized discounts and rebates in the field. These resulted in pricing and margin 
erosion, which the seller was able to address pre-sale.  

During diligence and buyer negotiations, this data and associated analytics were provided to potential buyers to help them 
understand the specific customer and product trends. The seller was able to tell a better story about segments of the business 
that were either outperforming the overall business or had recently seen significant performance improvement due to policy 
changes related to pricing. 

Without this data and analysis, potential buyers could have made incorrect assumptions about the business and lowered the 
overall valuation.  With the help of data and analytics, the business was eventually purchased by a PE at a valuation acceptable 
to the company.

Case study: Tell a better value story

of companies gave potential buyers access to their data and analytics outputs, and 20% say 
it generated more value in the sale than any other single initiative in the divestment process.58%
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Use analytics to support separation and RemainCo value creation

Many companies have a proven track record of successfully 
acquiring and integrating a target’s operations into their own, 
but they aren’t necessarily as adept at disentangling and 
maximizing divestment value. 

Just as transaction analytics can help maximize the 
transaction proceeds from a sale, they can also minimize 
transition costs. These costs – which include separation 
costs, stranded costs, and TSA costs – are difficult to quantify 
and manage pre-sale. Once the revenue-generating assets 
have been shed, transaction analytics can help identify and 
quantify additional savings opportunities across various 
functional and shared service areas (e.g., operations, human 
resources, procurement, etc.).  

Analytics can also be used to prioritize these savings 
opportunities, taking into account any resource constraints, 
and monitor and forecast value leakage as implementation 
plans are put into effect. 

In addition to managing entanglement and transition costs 
post-divestiture, transaction analytics can also help position 
RemainCo for future growth:

• Pre-signing phase: transaction analytics can be leveraged 
in preparing and analyzing pro forma financial information 
for RemainCo. This enables the seller to better understand 
historical performance and propose corrective action ahead 
of the transaction close. 

• Sign-to-close phase: transaction analytics can support 
the effective external communication of the divestment 
thesis and RemainCo’s financial position to shareholders, 
maximizing deal value by preserving and enhancing the 
equity valuation of RemainCo. 

• Post-close phase: transaction analytics can be used 
to support the financial modeling and management of 
continued cash flow entanglements (NEB, stranded costs, 
TSAs, etc.).

How transaction analytics can help you to make better 
informed decisions 

Speed and  
efficiency
… acceleration of the closing process 

• Use of the latest technology, 
processes and proprietary 
software to allow significantly 
faster data preparation

• Greater accuracy in analyzing 
large, complex unstructured and 
disparate data sets

• On-demand dynamic visualization 
tools to facilitate more real-time 
and responsive dialogue between 
seller and potential investors

• More efficient handling of 
data to simultaneously meet 
multiple applications (carve-out, 
transaction documentation, 
closing mechanism, etc.)

Clarity and  
control
… enhanced credibility and preparedness 

• Give sellers greater confidence that 
potential investors won’t uncover 
unknown transaction issues

• Enhanced speed in responding 
to potential investor questions to 
quickly address diligence concerns

• Greater use of visualizations rather 
than full data sets enabling trends 
to be directionally understood 
without compromising commercial 
confidentiality

Confidence  
and value
...creation and preservation with  
no surprises

• Build confidence by enabling 
potential investors to customize 
the analysis filters to help them 
see the business through their 
own eyes

• Provide insightful and visually 
compelling analyses to help 
potential investors quickly 
understand the business model, 
performance, and related 
opportunities

• Provide sellers with earlier 
and more revealing insights, 
potentially identifying hidden 
value or prompting different 
positioning
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Leverage advanced analytics to increase divestment efficiency

In search of efficiencies and greater deal efficacy, companies 
are seeking more advanced applications of automation and 
advanced analytics that can, among other things, support 
their divestment process. 

For example, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) can both 
speed up existing business processes as well as the divestment 
itself. RPA can enable sellers to separate and support major 
business processes with the available people and systems by:

• Creating a divested organization with data entry in back 
office roles in finance, HR, purchasing, supply chain 
and other shared services to increase the value of the 
transaction, without increasing headcount

• Achieving synergies by migrating the data entry roles and 
support roles to RPA

• Establishing interim integration between disparate systems 
that cannot be quickly integrated through traditional 
technologies, enabling the buyer to begin to more quickly 
unlock value from the newly-purchased entity

Companies that also invest in people with the skills to manage 
data-driven decision processes are more likely to extract value 

from their divestments. Ideally teams should be built with a mix 
of deep business knowledge, specialized functional skills (e.g., 
strategy, finance, marketing, supply chain, etc.) and analytics 
skills, including data management, modeling and visualization.

Examples of emerging analytics technologies supporting the 
divestment process include:

• Machine learning and artificial intelligence to predict 
divestments in the market before they happen

• Text analytics and machine learning to identify additional 
buyers in different geographies, as well as non-traditional 
buyers which may not be known to the divestor or the 
bankers involved

• Optical character recognition (OCR), text analytics and 
machine learning to read and analyze customer, supplier and 
legal contracts to quickly and comprehensively understand 
contract terms, identify areas of risk prior to diligence and 
ultimately mitigate financial impact and risk post-close

• Block chain to streamline TSA management and automate 
manual TSA processes such as invoicing, contract valuation 
and payment post-close

Conclusion
Companies should apply the same scrutiny to their own portfolio as they would to potential acquisition 
targets. Advanced portfolio analytics provides sellers with an intimate and granular understanding of their 
business, revealing insights, potentially identifying hidden value and prompting more effective positioning. 

Sellers should leverage analytics to offer buyers critical insights, so they can quickly understand the 
business model, performance, and long-term growth opportunities.

The use of analytics during the divestment process can attract buyers who are demanding greater access 
to data to support detailed bottom-up modeling, with sellers able to add significant value to the divestment 
negotiations by providing customer, supplier, operational, workforce, commercial and market data. 

• Executives are from companies across the Americas, 
Asia-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

• CEOs, CFOs or other C-suite-level executives make up 85% of 
executives surveyed.  
 

• Executives have knowledge of or direct hands-on experience 
with their company’s portfolio review process and have been 
involved in at least one major divestment in the last three years.

• Thirty-one percent of corporate executives represent 
companies with annual revenues of US$1b–US$5b, and 44% 
represent companies with revenues that exceed US$5b.

About this study
The EY Global Corporate Divestment Study focuses on how companies should approach portfolio strategy, improve divestment 
execution and future-proof their remaining business.

The 2019 study results are based on 1,030 interviews with 930 senior corporate executives and 100 private equity executives. 
The survey was conducted between September and November 2018 by Acuris.
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About EY 
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction 
and advisory services. The insights and quality 
services we deliver help build trust and confidence 
in the capital markets and in economies the world 
over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to 
deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In 
so doing, we play a critical role in building a better 
working world for our people, for our clients and for 
our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer 
to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & 
Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate 
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK 
company limited by guarantee, does not provide 
services to clients. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.

About EY’s Transaction Advisory Services 
How you manage your capital agenda today will 
define your competitive position tomorrow. We 
work with clients to create social and economic 
value by helping them make better, more-informed 
decisions about strategically managing capital and 
transactions in fast-changing markets. Whether 
you’re preserving, optimizing, raising or investing 
capital, EY’s Transaction Advisory Services combine 
a set of skills, insight and experience to deliver 
focused advice. We can help you drive competitive 
advantage and increased returns through improved 
decisions across all aspects of your capital agenda. 

©2019 EYGM Limited. 
All Rights Reserved. 
EYG no. 001845-19Gbl                     
BSC No. 1808-2831826 
ED None

This material has been prepared for general informational 
purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as 
accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer 
to your advisors for specific advice.

The views of third parties set out in this publication are 
not necessarily the views of the global EY organization or 
its member firms. Moreover, they should be seen in the 
context of the time they were made.
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Read our Global Corporate 
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• Advanced manufacturing

• Consumer

• Financial services

• Life sciences

• Media and entertainment

• Technology

To learn more and to have a conversation about your  
divestment strategy, please contact us:

Contacts

Malinda E. Gentry
Transaction Analytics, Principal  
Ernst & Young LLP
malinda.gentry@ey.com
+1 312 879 2966 

Paul Hammes 
EY Global Divestment Leader 
paul.hammes@ey.com 
+1 312 879 3741 

Rich Mills 
EY Americas Divestment Leader 
rich.mills@ey.com 
+1 404 817 4397

Strategy Corporate 
finance

$
Buy and 
integrate

Sell and 
separate

Reshaping 
results

Enabling fast-track 
growth and portfolio 
strategies that help you 
realize your full potential 
for a better future

Enabling better 
decisions around 
financing and funding 
capital expansion  
and efficiency

Enabling strategic 
growth through 
better-integrated 
and operationalized 
acquisitions, joint 
ventures and alliances

Enabling strategic 
portfolio management, 
and better divestments 
to help you maximize 
value from a sale

Helping you transform 
or restructure your 
organization for 
a better future by 
enabling business- 
critical and capital 
investment decisions

Connected  
Capital Solutions

Whether you’re preserving, optimizing, raising or investing, our Connected Capital 
Solutions can help you drive competitive advantage and increased returns through 
improved decisions across all aspects of your Capital Agenda.

Paul Murphy 
EY Asia-Pacific Divestment Leader 
paul.murphy@au.ey.com 
+61 421 052 872

Carsten Kniephoff 
EY Europe, Middle East, India and 
Africa Divestment (EMEIA) Leader 
carsten.kniephoff@de.ey.com 
+49 4036 132 17664

Shinichi Ogo 
EY Japan Divestment Leader 
shinichi.ogo@jp.ey.com 
+81 90 4736 0279


